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Foreword by Stuart Duffy Scottish Pride Organisers Network
2019 was the biggest year ever for
Pride in Scotland, with 21 events
across the length and breadth of the
country. An incredible number of
people took part in Pride marches
and events in cities and town from
Stornoway to Dumfries – more than
70,000 infact!
It was a year of success for brand
new organisers, with events held for
the first time in Oban, East Lothian,
Ayrshire, East Kilbride, Forth Valley and
Alexandria, as well as a new event called
MardiGla in Glasgow. The commitment
and dedication by Pride volunteers to
improving the visibility of lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender people in
these areas is outstanding. The time and
personal sacrifice needed to organise
these events often goes unrecognised,
but without them we know LGBT people
would continue to feel isolated, so it’s
thanks to them that the Pride sector
continues to grow across Scotland.
Support for those new organisers was
delivered through the Scottish Pride
Organisers Network, chaired by Pink
Saltire, and we are committed to continue
to offer advice, guidance and resources
for new voluntary teams where possible.
Of course the advice of experienced
organisers is one of the key assets of
the Network and teams from Edinburgh,
Fife, Glasgow, West Lothian, Perthshire,
Dumfries, Dundee and others have helped
build the confidence of those taking the
reigns for the first time!
2019 was also a special year in Scotland
as we marked the 50th anniversary of
the Stonewall riots in New York City.
Every Pride event featured banners and
signs which paid tribute to those brave
LGBT folk who stood up to abuse on
Christopher Street in 1969.
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Pink Saltire travelled to New York this
summer to take part in the World Pride /
Stonewall 50 parade through Manhattan
in a self-funded exercise, representing
Scotland in the official line-up of over
200,000 participants. An estimated 5
million people lined the route around the
famous city cheering on marchers and
it was an incredible experience for our
organisation to represent our country
abroad.
Later in the year we also travelled to
Newry in Northern Ireland to represent
Scotland at UK Pride. The event threw
a focus on the anomaly of the country
being the only part of the UK which had
no equal marriage laws and this became
the focus of a campaign which ultimately
saw the successful introduction of new
legislation through Westminster before
the end of the year.
Looking ahead to 2020, Pride will
celebrate its 25th anniversary in Scotland
as Edinburgh looks back to 1995 when
the first march took place in the midst
of the Section 28 debate. It highlights
the journey Scotland has been on in
relatively recent times, from a rather
socially conservative country to an open,
progressive and welcoming nation.
Almost expertly planned, albeit
completely coincidental, the number of
Pride organisers in Scotland looks likely
to reach or even grow beyond 25 in
this silver jubilee year too! New events
are planned for areas such as Paisley,
Lochaber, Orkney, Scottish Borders
and Dunoon with organisers hoping to
programme events and marches with
the support of LGBT groups and local
organisations. We wish all the new and
existing organisers well in their efforts
this year and encourage everyone to
support your local Pride organiser and
get out to march alongside LGBT people
for equal rights, inclusion and against
discrimination in 2020.

Pride in Numbers
Our successes in 2019
1. Collectively as Pride
organisers, we delivered the most
diverse range of Pride events
Scotland has ever seen – 21
events in total between March
and September.
2. Huge numbers of people
took part in Pride marches,
including an estimated 14,000
in Edinburgh and over 10,000 in
Inverness.
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A record
Pride
Events were held in 2019
More than 500
volunteers organised
Pride Events

£238,000 to stage all
the 2019 events

3. 52% increase in people taking
part in Pride events – from
46,000 in 2018 to over 70,000 in
2019.
4. Keeping Pride free for the
public to participate in our
marches was maintained and
extended. The right to protest for
our rights and to celebrate our
LGBT+ community will remain
free.

the average cost of a Pride event
was £11,000

There was an economic
boost of
at least
to Scotland’s economy

£2million

70,000

people took part in 2019

5. Pride volunteers contributed
over 8,000 hours of work for
their communities organising
Pride this year, with a value of
over £72,000 based on the
Scottish Living Wage – Pride
organisers in Scotland employ
zero paid staff.
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TRANS PRIDE SCOTLAND
30th March 2019
March attendance:

500

Festival attendance:

500

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£1,000
unknown

“We’re happy to see just as many folk turn up to
our event despite it being out of the central belt
and in a smaller city! Onwards to next year!”

Get in Touch: transpridescotland@gmail.com
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ST. ANDREWS PRIDE
20th April 2019
March attendance:

400

Festival attendance:

400

Cost of Pride:

unknown

Economic impact:

unknown

“The longest running pride in Fife, St. Andrews
Students Association is honoured to be putting on the
fifth annual St. Andrews Pride. We hold the parade
every April, so that all members of our community
are able to attend - from students and staff of the
University to our diverse LGBT+ community of NE Fife
residents. If you come along, you can expect a joyful
parade of at least 400, stalls of local LGBT+ owned
businesses, live music, an accessible route and venue,
and the opportunity connect with our wonderfully
diverse community here in St Andrews.”

Get in Touch: diversity@st-andrews.ac.uk

images with thanks to University of St Andrews
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PRIDE SALTIRE (EAST LOTHIAN)
11th May 2019
March attendance:
Festival attendance:
Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

n/a
450
£1,500
£3,000+

“The Pride Saltire festival was a brilliant day!
Our first festival went really well and we were
proud to welcome all to Cockenzie. It felt like
there was really something for everyone,
including our wonderful rainbow families.
It certainly was a special garden fete rainbow
experience!”

Get in Touch: pridesaltire@gmail.com
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OBAN PRIDE
17th - 19th May 2019
March attendance:

450

Festival attendance:

780

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£6,500
unknown

“We are extremely pleased with how successful our
inaugural Pride was in 2019, we would like to thank all
of the volunteers for their support and everyone for
attending. One of our biggest highlights was the march
and the amount of people that attended. Oban Pride
saw so much of the community come together from
emergency services being visible in the march to shops
having rainbows in their windows, pubs being
decorated inside and out with rainbows, even McCaigs
Tower was lit for Pride Weekend!”

Get in Touch: obanpride@gmail.com
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GRAMPIAN PRIDE (ABERDEEN)
25th May 2019
March attendance:

6,000

Festival attendance:

4,500

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£46,866
£185,000+

“Grampian Pride 2019 was another HUGE
success with over 4,500 people taking part.
Thanks to our volunteers, who make our pride
and prides across the country happen. Prides
can cost a lot of money to put on, with
entertainment, security and road closures to
name a few. We couldn’t do that without the
support of local and national businesses
sponsoring events to ensure we can keep it free
for the community.”

Get in Touch: deejay@grampianpride.org
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AYRSHIRE PRIDE WEEK
27th May to 2nd June 2019
March attendance:
Festival attendance:
Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

n/a
300
£250
unknown

“Was great to bring together our LGBT+
community, which is pretty small in Ayrshire.
Felt we were leading the way for others who feel
discouraged to feel proud to be part of a
community within small towns. Pride isn’t just for
the big cities, us small communities are proud
too.”

Get in Touch: Twitter @AyrshirePride
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HEBRIDEAN PRIDE
1st June 2019
March attendance:

500

Festival attendance:

300

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£11,343
unknown

“It was a tough challenge to put it on, but we
pulled it successfully off and the feedback has
been overwhelmingly positive. Despite the rain
and wind many people turned up. The Queen
tribute band in the evening went down a storm
and many people told us how they loved being
in a safe space and how comfortable they felt.”

Get in Touch: hebpride@gmail.com
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K-PRIDE (EAST KILBRIDE)
15th June 2019
March attendance:

200

Festival attendance:

400

Cost of Pride:

unknown

Economic impact:

unknown

“K-PRIDE was excellent! We were delighted with the
number of people who made their way into K-Woodlands community woods to help celebrate Lanarkshire’s
first ever LGBTQI+ PRIDE event. We had great support
from community groups and organisations including
Pink Saltire, REACH Autism, Police Scotland Youth
Volunteers, Co-op, Jazz Hands Youth Theatre and South
Lanarkshire College. Over 200 people assembled at
the foot of the main entrance to the woods, followed
flags and chants throughout the beautiful surroundings
culminating with a celebration on top of the hill.”

Get in Touch: k-woodlands@ekct.co.uk
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PRIDE EDINBURGH
22nd June 2019
March attendance:

14,000

Festival attendance:

10,000

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£34,000
£150,000

“Pride Edinburgh 2019: This Is Me was a celebration of
the individual and launching point for our 25th
Anniversary event in 2020. We collaborted with the
biggest cross section of sponsors and partners to date.
We launched our special pride bus (fab-u-bus) in
collaboration with Lothian Buses, and our
partnership with Underbelly Productions saw the arrival
of our giant pride carpet and the rainbow theme was
present through out all the events on the day. We thank
every single person who attended and participated in
the day!”

Get in Touch: brett@prideedinburgh.org.uk
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FIFE PRIDE
6th July 2019
March attendance:

4,000

Festival attendance:

6,000

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£21,000
£210,000

“It was a wonderful, colourful, and inclusive
event celebrating diversity and equality in the
Kingdom of Fife.”

Get in Touch: info@fifepride.com
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BUTE PRIDE
13th & 14th July 2019
March attendance:

200

Festival attendance:

250

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£150
unknown

“Our second Bute Pride event was another great
success with hundreds of people coming out to
take part in the parade and watch as it passed
through Rothesay. The community are vital as
we move forward to develop Bute Pride for 2020
and we hope to attract even more support.”

Get in Touch: ButeLGBT@gmail.com
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PROUD NESS

(NOW KNOWN AS HIGHLAND PRIDE)

21st July 2019
March attendance:

10,000

Festival attendance:

10,000

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£21,000
£199,000

“Proud Ness 2019 – one of the biggest pride events in
Scotland but we’re not resting on our laurels for 2020.
We’re still on cloud nine that we have managed to be
one of the biggest Pride events in Scotland with over
10,000 in attendance! As we’re only in our second year
it’s a massive achievement and we are so grateful to
every single person who has supported us.
Of course, the work doesn’t stop there, and plans are
already underway for Winter and Summer 2020 Pride
in the Highlands.”

Get in Touch: info@highlandpride.org
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WEST LOTHIAN PRIDE
27th July 2019
March attendance:

1,200

Festival attendance:

1,400

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£14,687
unknown

“West Lothian Pride 2019 had our highest number
of registrations ever - a number only marred by the
wettest day of summer! We couldn’t have made any of
it happen without the financial and practical support of
our sponsors and friends. A new and welcome sponsor
for 2019, the Royal Bank of Scotland, made sure our
social media visibility had a further reach and that we
had a credible online presence. Biggest thanks to our
committee, our volunteers, Miss Tish Ewe and of course
our friends at West Lothian College.”

Get in Touch: secretary@westlothianpride.org
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PERTHSHIRE PRIDE
10th August 2019
March attendance:

2,000

Festival attendance:

7,500

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£14,000
£179,000

“Perthshire Pride 2019 saw a city transformed! Sir Ian
McKellen, graced the fair city by leading the first ever
Perthshire Pride parade, drawing spectators from all
over Scotland. Rainbows could be seen far and wide, as
the crowd enjoyed entertainment from all kinds of acts.
The Dog Show and the aptly named Gayleidh were a
massive hit and allowed people to dance the day away.
A massive thank you to all the stall holders and
entertainment that made the day so special.”

Get in Touch: info@perthshirepride.org
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FORTH VALLEY PRIDE
10th August 2019
March attendance:

n/a

Festival attendance:

80

Cost of Pride:

nil

Economic impact:

unknown

“After an absence of a few years, Pride returned
to Alloa and it was fantastic to see so many
groups come out to support LGBT+ people in
the Forth Valley area. Our huge thanks to
partners who helped put the event together,
including CSREC and LGBT Youth Scotland. As
we look ahead to our event in 2020 with our new
team, we hope to bring even more rainbows to
the Falkirk, Stirling and Clacks region!”

Get in Touch: team@forthvalleypride.com
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PRIDE GLASGOW
17th August 2019
March attendance:
Festival attendance:
Cost of Events:
Economic impact:

9,000
13,000
£16,339
£677,000+

“We’re delighted with the impact we’ve had and we
couldn’t have done it without Barclays’ support.
Over 9,000 people celebrated the 50th anniversary of
the Stonewall Uprising by participating in our march this
year and many more lined the streets. The sun made an
appearance, spirits were high, we stuck to our
timescales and even the Silver Command (Police)
emailed to say how much they enjoyed working with us!
Five sponsors, 80 volunteers, 27 events and 12 venues
allowed Pride Glasgow to happen this year.”

Get in Touch: info@pride.scot
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VALE PRIDE (ALEXANDRIA)
25th August 2019
March attendance:

500

Festival attendance:

500

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£1,000
unknown

“We had a fantastic first event in Alexandria
for Vale Pride. It was an amazing day and we
welcomed so many families and young people to
the Pawn Lounge. We’re working hard to make
2020 even bigger and better!”

Get in Touch: Facebook: Vale Pride
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PRIDE D&G
14th September 2019
March attendance:

200

Festival attendance:

500

Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

£2,700
unknown

“Pride D&G was a community led event, for and
on behalf of the LGBT+ community in Dumfries
& Galloway, and was well received by the whole
community with lots of very positive feedback.
We are very grateful to all who took part, from
The Provost and other elected representatives to
all who volunteered on the day to make it a huge
success.”

Get in Touch: pridedg2019@gmail.com
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DUNDEE PRIDE
21st September 2019
March attendance:
Festival attendance:
Cost of Pride:
Economic impact:

4,900
14,500
£40,000
£350,000+

“Once again Dundee turned out and
participated in an inclusive, joy filled event celebrating the entire LGBTQ+ community and
our many, many allies and supporters.
Dundee is now known for design, digital,
discovery AND diversity. Thanks to all who came
and supported Dundee Pride.”

Get in Touch: info@dundeepride.com
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WITH THANKS
A huge thanks to all the hard working and dedicated Pride organisers
across Scotland who volunteer their time to make their communities
safer and more representative of LGBT people.

Images courtesy of:

Pink Saltire
Steven McLaren Photography
St. Andrews University

Pink Saltire proudly co-ordinate the Scottish Pride Organisers Network, a forum for
all Pride organisers to share ideas, resources and services.
The network was established as part of the UK Pride Organisers Network in 2017
and meets regularly to plan and co-ordinate our work as a community of event
organisers nationwide.

We received no response from organisers at Free Pride or MardiGla
so have been unable to include information on their events.

Pink Saltire SCIO
New Volunteer House,
16 East Fergus Place,
Kirkcaldy,
Fife
KY1 1XT

pinksaltire.com
Community News Hub

Tel: 01592 645340
E: info@pinksaltire.com
W: pinksaltire.com
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